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In this paper we report on developments of the 25 MeV racetrack microtron (RTM) that will be the electron source for the
second phase of the TEUFEL project, to generate radiation of 10 win in a 2.5 cm period hybrid undulator. The theoretical
understanding of this unconventional, azimuthally varying field type of RTM has been extended . A comparison of analytically
calculated orbit stability with that based on measured data will be presented; orbit calculations using measured field data show the
designed performance . Construction and tuning of the 1300 MHz, 2.2 MV microwave cavity have been completed, and signal level
measurements have been performed. The overall assembly of the microtron is nearing completion . At present a vacuum pressure
better than 5 X 10-7 Torr is achieved .

1. Introduction

	

linac and microtron cavity, using the same power
source, namely the existing klystron (20 MW, Thomson
TH 2022 C) .The objective of the Dutch FEL project TEUFEL

[1] is to realize an experimental free electron laser for
studying the fundamental FEL phenomena, and for
contributing to technological developments in this field.
The TEUFEL project comprises two phases . In the
first phase, 180 win wavelength radiation will be gener-
ated in a system consisting of a photocathode linear
accelerator delivering high intensity electron pulses at
an energy of 6 MeV, and an undulator with a periodic-
ity distance of 25 mm and a K-value equal to 1. An
optical cavity will not be employed . In the second
phase, the racetrack microtron (RTM), being built at
the Eindhoven University, will be incorporated in the
system, and the undulator will be housed inside an
optical cavity . The RTM is injected from the 6 MeV
linac and boosts the energy to 25 MeV. Then 10 win
radiation will emerge from the undulator.

The choice for the RTM in this project [2,3] was
based on the fact that this type of machine inherently
provides a small momentum spread and pulse length
for the generated electron bunches, and that it is
economical, both in construction and in operating costs.
However, it remains to be seen experimentally what
current the microtron is capable to handle .

In this paper, we elaborate on the orbit dynamic
studies, making use of field measurements of the mi-
crotron magnets, on the cavity tests, and on a system to
be devised for phase and amplitude control of both
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2. Azimuthally varying field

For cyclotrons, it is well known that simultaneous
horizontal and vertical orbit stability as well as isochro-
nism can be achieved in an elegant way by subjecting
the beam to an azimuthally varying magnetic field. We
have applied similar ideas to our RTM, i.e . we super-
imposed an azimuthally varying field (AVF) profile on
the main average magnetic field of the bending mag-
nets. With such a design, auxiliary focusing elements
are no longer needed to obtain stable transverse beam
motion .

An extensive canonical treatment of beam dynamics
in an AVF-RTM can be found in ref . [4] . The median
plane field in the AVF magnet is split into a constant
main field and a flutter profile depending only on
azimuth. The flutter profile is assumed to be small, so
a first order solution for the particle motion has been
derived. In the canonical description, we incorporated
the following aspects: (i) mirror symmetry of the refer-
ence orbit ; (ii) arbitrarily shaped AVF profile; (iii)
magnet tilt angle to guarantee closed orbits ; (iv) drift
space; and (v) fringe field lenses at the magnet en-
trance and exit . It has been shown that tilted magnets
are actually an essential requirement for simultaneous
horizontal and vertical beam stability .

In the RTM that is under construction at our labo-
ratory, a convenient two-sector hill/valley AVF profile
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Fig l . A comparison between numerical results and analytical
theory : the drawn curvi-rectangle is the common stability area
as predicted by theory ; the sizes of the boxes are a figure of
merit for the machine acceptance as obtained from numerical

calculations .

is used, characterized by f, (relative increase of the
induction in the hill with respect to the valley) and 0,
(azimuth of the borderline between valley and hill). By
substituting this specific flutter profile into the general
stability condition as obtained from the canonical
treatment, we obtain a region in the (f0, 0�) plane in
which stable particle motion in the horizontal and
vertical directions is achieved for all relevant values of
the beam energy in our machine. The outline of this
region is represented by the drawn line in Fig. 1 . From
numerical calculations (orbit integrations from injec-
tion to extraction through computed fieldmaps with all
fringe fields taken into account), we calculated the
machine acceptance as a function of f0 and 00 as well .
The boxes in Fig. 1 show the result, the size of each
box being a measure for the machine acceptance . The
perfect agreement with the theoretically obtained re-
sult is evident.

The best parameter choice inside the stability re-
gion turns out to be fo = 0.3 and 00 = 60°, i .e . a 30%
higher induction in the hill sector than in the valley.
This choice has already been materialized in our RTM.
Magnetic field measurements have been performed to
validate the theoretical and numerical results . A spe-
cial measuring procedure has been used for the study
of orbit dynamics : a Hall probe on an X-Y table
follows the actual electron paths by repeatedly using
the measured local magnetic field for calculating the
new probe position. In Fig. 2, the traces of the horizon-
tal and vertical transfer matrices as a function of path
length are shown for one specific beam energy, viz . 16
MeV. The drawn lines in this graph are the result of
measurements, the dashed lines of numerical calcula-
tions . The difference is very small in both transverse
directions . Thus, the excellent agreement between the-

ory, numerical results and measurements has been
demonstrated .

3. The rf accelerating cavity

Details of the cavity have been given in ref . [5] .
Tuning and brazing have now been completed. The
measured frequency spectrum around 1300 MHz is
shown in Fig. 3. The middle peak corresponds with the
,rr/2 accelerating mode . The resonance of this mode at
1300 MHz is achieved at a cavity temperature of 34°C .
The symmetry of the spectrum indicates that the rela-
tive tuning of the cells with respect to each other is
also satisfactory . The measured quality factor is Q, =
18330. From this we estimate that the corrected shunt
impedance is R, = 14.5 MD . The measured
generator-cavity coupling coefficient is /3 = 6.7 . Based
on these values the required generator power and the
reflected power in dependence of the average
macropulse beam current can be obtained with formu-
las given in ref . [6] . Zero reflection is imposed at an
average current of 100 mA.

4. Rf control of the RTM cavity

Since the beam loading of the injector and the
RTM cavity differ substantially, the ratio of rf power
flowing to both cavities must be adjusted (within = 1
g,s) at the moment that the beam is turned on . For this
purpose a special control unit may be placed in the
waveguide that feeds power to the RTM cavity . This is
illustrated in Fig. 4. The control unit will consist of two
coupled rf transmission cavities. By detuning these
cavities, the power flow at the output can be adjusted .
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Fig. 2 . Matrix traces of horizontal and vertical motion as a
function of pathlength at an energy of 16 MeV; drawn lines :

measurements, dashed lines : numerical results .

VII. ACCELERATORS
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Cavity detuning will be done by loading it with a low
energy do electron beam . A loaded cavity can be mod-
elled with an equivalent circuit as depicted in Fig. 5a
[7] . The do beam loading is taken into account by the
impedance Zb placed parallel to the unloaded cavity
circuit . Using this circuit assumes two main approxima-
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Fig . 3 . Frequency spectrum of the RTM cavity near 1300 MHz measured after brazing.

RF SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
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tions namely that the rf cavity voltage is small com-
pared to the beam input energy and further that space
charge effects are negligible .

To obtain an estimate of the do current that is
needed, consider the simple case where a uniform
beam is injected into a plane parallel gap. For this case

Fig . 4. Block diagram of the TEUFEL rf system .
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Fig . 5 . (a) Equivalent circuit of an isolated rf cavity ; the
impedance Zb models the loading with a do electron beam ;

(b) equivalent circuit of a transmission cavity.

the admittance Yb --- 114 is given by Yb = G 1 , + jBb
with [7]

where Io is the do beam current, V(1 is the beam input
voltage, D =&) d/v,,, co is the rf angular frequency, d is
the gap width and uo is the initial electron velocity .
The real part of the admittance may give rise to losses
and then lowers the effective Q-value of the cavity .
This is unfavourable, because more detuning would be
needed. Therefore it is advisable to design the cavity
such that for given frequency cu and beam velocity t (1 ,
the real part of the admittance is zero . For the plane
parallel gap this is achieved by choosing D = 2rr. Then
the imaginary part is given by Bb = -Io/(2,rrV,,) and
this results in a frequency detuning of
ilco RcBb RJ(1

co

	

2Qu
_
4rrQ,Vo '

where Qo is the unloaded quality factor of the cavity .
To study the effect of detuning we consider the

equivalent circuit in Fig. 5b which represents a trans-
mission cavity (see also refs . [8,9]). The rf power flow-
ing towards the cavity is assumed to be generated by a
current source with an output impedance R a equal to
the characteristic impedance of the waveguide. The
input and output coupling irises of the cavity are repre-
sented by ideal transformers with step-up ratio N
= L2/Lr . At the cavity input there is a forward wave
with current If and voltage Uf and a reflected wave
with current I, and voltage U. The output waveguide
is terminated with a matched load, so there only is a
transmitted wave with current It and voltage U . The

transmitted and reflected voltage waves and also the
voltage in the cavity are related to the forward genera-
tor current by transfer impedances which are found by
solving the circuit equations:

U 2(3R,
Zt

	

I

	

1 +Zß
cos (J ell',

f

Uc
Z, =;=NZ,
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!
=Zl -Ra .
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Here, ß = (R,L1)/(R,L,) is the cavity coupling coef-
ficient and 0 is the cavity detuning angle defined by

2Q,

	

Ato
tan +11 = - 1 +20 m

As a remark we note that the circuit obeys energy
conservation, i.e . from Eqs. (4) it easily follows that the
forward power Pf =R,If/2 equals the sum of the
reflected power Pr = Uf/2Ra plus the transmitted
power Pl = U2/2Ra plus the dissipated power P,=
U2/2R,

To have a significant detuning, the angle 0 should
be close to 45° because then there would be a reduc-
tion in transmitted power with a factor of 2. From Eqs.
(3) and (5) it then follows that

I(,/V(, a 21r(1 + 2/3)/R,

4,6 2

Z,=

	

ZRa COS `~1 COS ,
e'('Pl+y=) .

(1 +2ß)

If we assume an initial beam voltage Vo = 10 kV, a
coupling coefficient ß = 5 and a cavity shunt impedance
RS = 2R, = 10 MSZ, then the required current becomes
to = 150 mA. However, since we want to be able to
adjust the angle 41 into positive as well as negative
directions, also an off-set of 150 mA is needed so that
the total maximum current would be 300 mA, corre-
sponding with a beam power of approximately 3 kW.

Since both the amplitude and phase of the transmit-
ted wave must be independently adjustable, two trans-
mission cavities placed in series and connected by a
waveguide are needed. In this waveguide there will be
a forward wave (as transmitted from cavity 1) and a
backward wave (as reflected from cavity 2) . It is easily
shown that an isolator must be placed between the two
cavities in order to absorb the reflected wave; other-
wise the system would behave like just one cavity with
only one free parameter. For this system the total
transmission impedance is given by

If the phase 1# _ 01 + 02 of the transmitted wave is
chosen, then the amplitude can still be varied by choos-
ing proper combinations of 0, and 02. Physically im-
portant is the maximum power which is available at the

VII. ACCELERATORS
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output, for a given input power and for a certain
choice of 0 . This maximum power range, normalized
with respect to the input power, is given by

From this equation it follows that /3 should not be too
small in order to have efficient power transfer . For
)3 = 5 the maximum power transfer (tp =0) is 68%. On
the other hand, if 6 increases, the current needed for
detuning increases proportionally as follows from Eq .
(6). In practice a compromise must be found which
takes into account the power that is available at the
input, the maximum power that is needed at the output
and the do beam current that can be achieved .
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